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Abstract
We have obtained all the density matrix elements on six lattice sites for the spin-1/2
Heisenberg chain via the algebraic method based on the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
equations. Several interesting correlation functions, such as chiral correlation functions,
dimer-dimer correlation functions, etc... have been analytically evaluated. Furthermore
we have calculated all the eigenvalues of the density matrix and analyze the eigenvalue-
distribution. As a result the exact von Neumann entropy for the reduced density matrix






The spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg XXZ chain is one of the most fundamental models


















where Sαj = σ
α
j /2 with σ
α
j being the Pauli matrices acting on the j-th site, ∆ is the anisotropy
parameter, and N is the number of lattice sites of this system. Here we impose the periodic
boundary condition ~Sj+N = ~Sj . For ∆ > 1, it is called the massive XXZ model where the
system is gapful. Meanwhile for −1 < ∆ ≤ 1 case, the system is gapless and called the
massless XXZ model. Especially we call it XXX model for the isotropic case ∆ = 1.
The exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this model can be obtained by the Bethe Ansatz
method [1, 2]. We shall give a brief survey of this method below. First we assume the wave


















ei(kσ(l)+kσ(j)) + 1− 2∆eikσ(l)
)
, (1.2)
where σ denotes an element of the symmetric group Sn, ǫ(σ) is the sign of the permutation,
and |n1, ..., nM〉 signifies the state where the spins at the positions n1, · · · , nM are downward







ei(kj+kl) + 1− 2∆eikj
ei(kj+kl) + 1− 2∆eikl
)
, (j = 1, 2, · · · ,M), (1.3)
the wave function (1.2) becomes the eigenvector of the Hamiltonian (1.1):






(cos kj −∆). (1.4)
In the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, the ground state energy per site e0 of the massless













where we parametrize the anisotropy parameter as ∆ = cos(πν). Especially in the XXX




− ln 2. (1.6)
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In the same way other physical quantities in the thermodynamic limit such as specific heat,
magnetic susceptibility, elementary excitations, etc..., can be exactly evaluated even at finite
temperature by the Bethe ansatz method [2].
The exact calculation of the correlation functions, however, is still a difficult problem even
in the simplest case for static correlation functions at zero temperature. The exceptional case
is ∆ = 0, where the system reduces to a lattice free-fermion model by the Jordan-Wigner
transformation. In this case, we can calculate arbitrary correlation functions by means of
Wick’s theorem [3, 4]. However, there have been rapid developments recently in the exact
evaluations of correlation functions for ∆ 6= 0 case also. Below we shall give the historical
review of them, concentrating mainly on the static correlation functions of the XXX model
∆ = 1 at zero temperature for the infinite system N → ∞. Until quite recently only the


















ζa(1) + ζa(3) = 0.06067976995643530 · · · , (1.8)




related to Riemann zeta function ζ(s) ≡
∑∞
n=1 1/n
s as ζa(s) = (1− 2
1−s)ζ(s). Note that
the alternating zeta function is regular at s = 1 and is given by ζa(1) = ln 2. The nearest-
neighbor correlation function (1.7) is derived directly from the ground state energy (1.6)
obtained by Hulthe´n in 1938 [5]. The first nontrivial correlation function (1.8) was derived
by Takahashi in 1977 via the strong coupling expansion of the ground state energy for the
half-filled Hubbard model [6]. Note also that another derivation of the second-neighbor
correlation function (1.8) was given by Dittrich and Inozemtsev in 1997 [7]. These method,
however, can not be generalized to calculate further correlation functions on more than four
lattice sites, unfortunately.
Meanwhile using the representation theory of the quantum affine algebra Uq(sˆl2), Ky-
oto Group (Jimbo, Miki, Miwa, Nakayashiki) derived a multiple integral representation for
arbitrary correlation functions of the massive XXZ antiferromagnetic chain in 1992 [8, 9],
which is before long extended to the XXX case [10, 11] and the massless XXZ case [12].
More recently the same integral representations were reproduced by Kitanine, Maillet, Ter-
ras [13] in the framework of Quantum Inverse Scattering Method. They have also succeeded
in generalizing the integral representations to the XXZ model with an external magnetic
field [13]. More recently the integral formulas are extended to the XXZ model even at finite
temperature ! [14, 15]. In this way it has been established now the correlation functions on
n lattice sites are represented by n-dimensional integrals in general. However, these multiple
integral representations for correlation functions, though completely exact, have not been
used widely especially among physicists. It is mainly because we can not evaluate accurate
numerical values of correlation functions directly from the integral representation. Also it
had been a puzzle that the exact expression of the correlation function on three lattice sites
(1.8) had not been reproduced from the integral representation for a long time.
The situation changed when Boos and Korepin devised an innovative method to evaluate
these multiple integrals for XXX chain in 2001 [16, 17]. They showed that the integrand
in the multiple integral formula can be reduced to a canonical form, which allows us to
implement the integration. This method was at first applied to a special correlation function
called Emptiness Formation Probability (EFP) [11] which signifies the probability to find a
3











By performing the multiple integrals, the explicit forms of the EFP for up to n = 5 was
obtained [16, 17, 18].
The Boos-Korepin method was applied to calculate other correlation functions on four
























=− 0.05024862725723524 · · · . (1.10)
Other correlation functions on four lattice sites are given in Appendix A.
Subsequently, the Boos-Korepin method was generalized to XXZ chain both in massless
and massive regime and all the correlation functions within four lattice sites were obtained
for general anisotropy [20, 21, 22].
In principle, multiple integrals for any correlation functions can be performed by means of
Boos-Korepin method. However, P (5) is the only correlation function which was calculated
by this method on five lattice sites, since it is getting critically harder to reduce the integrand
to canonical form as the integral dimension increases.
In the course of attempting to obtain further correlation functions, the alternative alge-
braic method to calculate the EFP was developed by Boos, Korepin and Smirnov in 2003
[23]. They considered the inhomogeneous XXX model, in which each site carries an inho-
mogeneous parameter λj. The homogeneous XXX model corresponds to the case with all
the inhomogeneous parameters λj set to be 0. Inhomogeneous correlation functions on n
lattice sites are considered to be functions of variables λ1, . . . , λn. They derived the func-
tional relations which the inhomogeneous EFP should satisfy by investigating the quantum
Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ) equations [24, 25, 26, 27], the solutions to which are con-
nected with the inhomogeneous correlation functions [9, 10, 12]. Moreover they suggested
an ansatz for the form of the inhomogeneous EFP, which consists of only one transcendental
function ω(λ) with rational functions of inhomogeneous parameters λ1, . . . , λn as coefficients.
(for the proof of the ansatz and further generalizations, see [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]). It was
shown that the functional relations together with the ansatz for the final form completely
fix the explicit form of the inhomogeneous EFP. In this way the explicit forms of the inho-
mogeneous EFP for up to n = 6 have been obtained, which gives a new result for P (6) in
the homogeneous limit λj → 0.
This Boos-Korepin-Smirnov method based on the qKZ equation was generalized to ar-
bitrary correlation functions in [34]. Actually, in that paper, all the correlation functions
on five lattice sites are obtained based on the functional relations for the general correlation





































+ 280ζa(3)ζa(7) = 0.03465277698272816 · · · . (1.11)
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The main purpose of this paper is to report further results using the algebraic method in
[34]. More explicitly we have succeeded in calculating all the correlation functions on six
lattice sites using this algebraic method. We remark that, if we consider only the two-point
correlation functions 〈Sz1S
z
n〉, it was already calculated up to the seventh-neighbor correlation
function 〈Sz1S
z
8〉 [35, 36]. The method actually allows us to evaluate some other correlation
functions such as string correlation functions [37], but not all the correlation functions.
We also remark that there is a related but different approach for the evaluation of the
general correlation functions, which is developed recently by Boos, Jimbo, Miwa, Smirnov
and Takeyama [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. They have established a compact exponential formula
for general correlation functions without heavy multiple integrals, which would be also useful
to evaluate correlation functions analytically. We, however, do not discuss the formula in
this paper.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the algebraic method to calculate
general correlation functions is reviewed. In section 3, we present the analytical results for
some physically interesting correlation functions, such as chiral correlation functions, dimer-
dimer correlation functions, etc· · · . In section 4, we show the eigenvalue-distribution of the
reduced density matrix and calculate the von Neumann entropy. Summary and discussion
are given in section 5.
2 Algebraic method to evaluate general correlation func-
tions based on the qKZ equations
Below we describe the functional approach to evaluate general correlation functions estab-
































































For example, the density matrix elements on four lattice sites P−++−++−− can be written in terms
















First we rewrite the functional relations for inhomogeneous density matrix elements, which












ǫ1,...,ǫn (λ1, . . . , λn), (2.3)















































(. . . , λj, λj+1, . . .)R
ǫ˜j ǫ˜j+1
ǫjǫj+1
(λj − λj+1), (2.5)















































0 0 0 1

 . (2.6)


































(λ, λ3, . . . , λn) (2.7)




















ǫ1,...,ǫj−1,ǫj+1,...,ǫn (λ1, . . . , λj−1, λj+1, . . . , λn)
(2.8)

















ǫ1,...,ǫn (λ1, . . . , λn)
= P+,...,++,...,+ (λ1, . . . , λn) = P
−,...,−




























ǫ1,...,ǫn−1 (λ1, . . . , λn−1)
(2.10)
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(l, σ|λσ(1), · · · , λσ(n))
l∏
j=1
ω(λσ(2j−1) − λσ(2j)), (2.11)
where Tn,l is a subset of the symmetry group of degree n defined as
Tn,l = {σ ∈ Sn|σ(1) < σ(3) < · · · < σ(2l − 1),
σ(2j − 1) < σ(2j) for j = 1, 2, · · · , l,


















ǫ1,...,ǫn(l, σ|λ1, . . . , λn)
Dn,l(λ1, . . . , λn)
,











ǫ1,...,ǫn(l, σ|λ1, . . . , λn) are polynomials of known degree in inhomogeneous parameters λ1, . . . , λn
with rational coefficients which have at most the same degree in each variable and also at
most the same total degree as in the denominator.













λ2k{ζa(2k − 1)− ζa(2k + 1)}. (2.14)
Here note that the identity ζa(−1) = −3ζ(−1) = 1/4. The following properties of the
function ω(λ) are needed for calculations of the recurrent relations (2.7)-(2.8):









Below we list the explicit forms of all the non-zero elements of inhomogeneous density
matrices for n = 1, 2:






P++++ (λ1, λ2) = P
−−







P+−+− (λ1, λ2) = P
−+







P+−−+ (λ1, λ2) = P
−+
+− (λ1, λ2) =
1
3
ω(λ1 − λ2). (2.16)
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It can be easily seen that these satisfy the functional relations (2.3)-(2.10). By taking



































In the paper [34], it has been argued that the functional relations (2.3)-(2.10) together
with the ansatz for the form of inhomogeneous correlation functions (2.11) completely de-




ǫ1,...,ǫn(l, σ|λ1, . . . , λn) and
therefore the full form of the inhomogeneous correlation functions. As an example, we give
the explicit form of the density matrix element for n = 3































2 + 2λ12λ32 − (λ12 + λ32)
12λ12λ32
ω13, (2.18)
where we have used the abbreviations ωjk = ω(λjk), λjk = λj − λk. By taking the homoge-







ζa(1) + ζa(3). (2.19)
In this way all the correlation functions on five lattice sites have been obtained in [34]. In
this paper we have obtained further results for six lattice sites. There are 24 independent
correlation functions among them, explicit forms of which are collected in Appendix B.
Concerning two-point correlation functions 〈Sz1S
z
n〉, on the other hand, an efficient way
to calculate them has been developed [35, 36]. Namely, without evaluating all the density





































Note that the generating function P κn can be considered as a generalization of the Emptiness
Formation Probability (1.9), which is reproduced if we set κ = 0 in (2.20). From the
functional relations for general density matrix elements (2.3)-(2.10), it can be shown that
the generating function P κn satisfies the following closed functional relations:
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• Translational invariance
P κn (λ1 + λ, . . . , λn + λ) = P
κ
n (λ1, . . . , λn) (2.22)
• Negating relation
P κn (−λ1, . . . ,−λn) = P
κ
n (λ1, . . . , λn) (2.23)
• Symmtry relation
P κn (λ1, . . . , λn) = P
κ
n (λσ(1), . . . , λσ(n)), (2.24)
where σ denotes any element of the symmetry group Sn.
• First recurrent relation
P κn (λ1, . . . , λn−1, λn−1 ± 1) = κP
κ
n−2(λ1, . . . , λn−2) (2.25)
• Second recurrent relation
lim
λn→i∞
P κn (λ1, . . . , λn−1, λn) =
1 + κ
2
P κn−1(λ1, . . . , λn−1) (2.26)
One can explicitly calculate the generating functions P κn recursively with respect to n from
these functional relations together with the ansatz for the final form
















Aκn,l(λ1, . . . , λn) =
Qκn,l(λ1, . . . , λn)
Dn,l(λ1, . . . , λn)
,
(2.27)
where Tn,l, Dn,l(λ1, . . . , λn) and ω(λ) are the same as in (2.11) and Q
κ
n,l(λ1, . . . , λn) are
polynomials containing the parameter κ. The great advantage of this method is that the
polynomials Qκn,l(λ1, . . . , λn) do not depend on the permutation σ ∈ Tn,l due to the symmetry




ǫ1,...,ǫn(l, σ|λ1, . . . , λn).
This fact considerably reduces the amount of bothersome calculation. Actually by using this
method, up to the seventh-neighbor correlation function 〈Sz1S
z
8〉 have been calculated [36].
Calculating all the density matrix elements is much harder. We, therefore, have succeeded
only up to six sites yet.
3 Applications to physically interesting correlation func-
tions
In this section, we discuss several physically interesting correlation functions, which can be
evaluated exactly from our results of all the density matrix elements for n = 6.
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3.1 Chiral correlation function


























which measures a chirality of the spin alignment. It has been observed that they have simple























(ζa(3)− ζa(5)) = −0.01597638205835821 · · · .
(3.3)
Here we have newly obtained the vector chiral correlation function for six lattice sites, which


































= −0.01774606473688137 · · · . (3.4)
It is interesting to note that the numerical values of these are all negative and their absolute
values are oscillating.
Furthermore we obtain the scalar chiral correlation function defined as below, which










































































= 0.008133862120680087 · · · . (3.5)
Note that the numerical value in this case is positive. These numerical values may indicate
a classical picture of the spin alignment for the antiferromagnetic ground state of quantum
Heisenberg chain.
3.2 One-particle Green function












the XXX model is transformed into the isotropic spinless fermion model. Let us consider
the one-particle Green function 〈c†1cn〉f for this model. Here the bracket 〈· · ·〉f means the
10
expectation value in the half-filled state of the spinless fermion model. The first-neighbor















ζa(1) = −0.2954314537066302 · · · . (3.7)






































= 0.08228771668643698 · · · . (3.8)








































































































































= −0.04497471675792834 · · · . (3.9)
It will be an interesting problem to study the asymptotic behavior of one-particle Green
function in detail. Conformal field theory predict that
〈c†1cx〉f ∼ cos (kFx) x
−5/4, kF = π/2, (3.10)
omitting the logarithmic correction [39]. Unfortunately our new exact results are not suffi-
cient to confirm the asymptotic formula.
3.3 Dimer-dimer correlation function


































= 0.1963794236382287 · · · . (3.12)
From our results of all the density matrix elements for n = 6, we can exactly evaluate the
















































ζa(1)ζa(7) + 35ζa(3)ζa(7)− ζa(1)
2
























































































= 0.01892813120084483 · · · , (3.15)
The difference Dn − e
2
0 also should decay algebraicly.
3.4 AP (n): a probability to find an antiferromagnetic string of
length n
Emptiness Formation Probability P (n) (1.9) represents the probability to find a ferromag-
netic string of length n. Similarly we may consider a probability to find an antiferromagnetic
string of length n, which we denote by AP (n)
AP (n) ≡ P+−+−···+−+−··· + P
−+−+···
−+−+··· . (3.16)
From our results we can exactly evaluate the AP (n) for up to n = 6








ζa(1) = 0.7954314537066302 · · · , (3.17)








ζa(1) + ζa(3) = 0.6061112236630655 · · · , (3.18)
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= 0.4938083479102196 · · · , (3.19)











































= 0.3943245947356898 · · · , (3.20)



















































































































= 0.3239037769698205 · · · . (3.21)
It is known that the EFP P (n) shows a Gaussian decay [40, 41]
P (n) ≃ An−γC−n
2
. (3.22)
On the other hand, the analytical asymptotic behavior of AP (n) has not been stud-
ied. However, Y. Nishiyama noticed that it decays roughly AP (n) ≃ [AP (2)]n−1 from his
numerical data before [42]. We compare the formula with our exact data in Table 1.
4 Reduced density matrix and entanglement entropy
At zero temperature, the density matrix for the infinite system can be written as
ρT ≡ |GS〉〈GS|, (4.1)
where |GS〉 denotes the antiferromagnetic ground state. Let us consider a finite sub-chain of
length n in the infinite chain, the rest of which can be regarded as the environment (Figure
1). The reduced density matrix for this sub-chain is obtained by tracing out the environment
13
Table 1: Asymptotic behavior of AP (n)






1 2 3 n...
System EnvironmentEnvironment
nᵋ1
Figure 1: Finite sub-chain of length n in the infinite chain
from the infinite chain:











From our results, we have computed all the eigenvalues ωα (α = 1, 2, · · · , 2
n) of the reduced
density matrix ρn for up to n = 6, which are shown in Figure 2.
We have found that the smallest eigenvalue ω2n is, for any n, the emptiness formation
probability P (n). This is (n + 1)-fold degenerate since the reduced density matrix has the







each of which has the non-degenerate smallest eigenvalue P (n). Or in other words, it is a
consequence of SU(2) invariance of the Hamiltonian.
From these results we can calculate the von Neumann entropy (Entanglement entropy).
S(n) ≡ −trρn log2 ρn = −
2n∑
α=1
ωα log2 ωα, (4.3)
which is considered to measure how the ground state is entangled [43]. The exact numerical
values of S(n) up to n = 6 are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that as n grows the von
Neumann entropy is increasing in small steps. The asymptotic behavior of this entropy is
discussed in [43]. In the massive region ∆ > 1, the von Neumann entropy will be saturated
as n grows, which means the ground state is well approximated by a subsystem of a finite
length corresponding to the large eigenvalues of reduced density matrix. On the other hand,
in the massless case −1 < ∆ ≤ 1, the conformal field theory predict that the von Neumann
entropy shows a logarithmic divergence [44], of which the explicit form for the XXX case





































Figure 2: Eigenvalue-distribution of density matrices
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Table 2: von Neumann entropy S(n) of a finite sub-chain of length n
S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4)
1 1.3758573262887466 1.5824933209573855 1.7247050949099274
S(5) S(6)
1.833704916848315 1.922358833819333
We estimate the numerical value of the constant term k = 1.06209 by the extrapolation
S(n)− 1
3
log2 n = c0 + c1/n+ c2/n
2. Our exact results for up to n = 6 agree quite well with
the asymptotic formula as shown in Figure 3.
5 Summary and discussion
We have succeeded in obtaining the analytical forms of all the density matrix elements on
six lattice sites for Heisenberg chain using the algebraic method based on the qKZ equations
developed in [34]. We have obtained several physically interesting correlation functions,
such as chiral correlation functions, dimer-dimer correlation functions, etc· · · . Subsequently
we have calculated all the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix ρn for up to n = 6.
We observe that the smallest eigenvalue is the emptiness formation probability P (n) and
is (n + 1)-fold degenerate. Of course, it may be more desirable if we could describe the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. From these results we have computed
the von Neumann entropy, which shows a good agreement with the asymptotic formula
derived via the conformal field theory.
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Appendix A Known results for up to n = 5
In this appendix we present all the independent correlation functions for up to n = 5 except
for the two-point correlation functions 〈Sz1S
z
n〉 given in Introduction. First we give the









































































































































Note that on the antiferromagnetic ground state without magnetic field, the correlation
functions with an odd number of spin operators vanish. Considering the isotropy of the
Hamiltonian (1.1), we can see that the independent correlation functions on four lattice sites
are restricted to the above ones and the two-point correlation function 〈Sz1S
z
4〉.

















































































































































































































































































































































Appendix B Explicit form for all the correlation func-
tions on 6 lattice sites
In this appendix the explicit results for all the correlation functions on 6 lattice sites are
shown. There are 24 independent correlation functions among them. Any other correlation









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+ 18368ζa(1)ζa(9)− 53312ζa(3)ζa(9) + 35392ζa(1)ζa(3)ζa(9)
+ 16128ζa(3)
2ζa(9) + 38080ζa(5)ζa(9)− 53760ζa(1)ζa(5)ζa(9)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































= −0.0003767104281403536 · · · (B.38)
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